Enriching Student Learning One Field Trip at a Time With or Without the Bus Since 2002!

It’s ABout the Xperience!

WHAT WE DO!
To enrich student learning, ABX funds on-site, outreach and virtual field trips. We connect teachers and students to arts and science educators and programs not found in the classroom. We introduce students to STEAM content used in the real world and careers never before imagined possible.

WHO MAY APPLY
Any public or charter K-12 teacher in San Diego County that meets eligibility requirements may apply for funding.

ONE-STOP-SHOPPING FOR FIELD TRIPS
The ABX website provides a portal for teachers to discover the perfect field trip to complement classroom learning. Choose from over 100 on-site field trip opportunities, or connect students to live-stream learning from our growing list of venue partners offering virtual field trip xperiences.

WHY FIELD TRIPS MATTER:
“ABX provides my students with broad vistas where ideas, careers and worlds they have never seen much less experienced, come to life. You cannot see the sky when you can only look at what is just ahead of you. ABX allows students to look up and see the broad expanse that is theirs for the taking.”

~ TAMIMA M. NOORZAY, ART EDUCATOR, THE PREUSS SCHOOL UCSD
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**CHOOSE FROM**

**On-Site Field Trip Xperiences**
Students visit San Diego venues that become vital educational learning opportunities found only outside of the classroom.

**Virtual Field Trip Xperiences**
Students connect online via live streaming with educators from San Diego’s premier arts and science venues.

**Outreach Xperiences**
Educators from San Diego’s finest arts and science venues bring the Field Trip Xperience to your classroom.

**That Aha Moment**
Field trip xperiences often provide the only opportunity for young people to hear live music in a concert hall, feel the captivating power of a stage play or dance performance, stand in front of an artwork that takes their breath away, or engage with scientists that bring molecules, animal habitats, the stars, and more to life.

**ABX QUICK GUIDE**
- Visit artsbusxpress.org
- Search over 100 arts and science institutions/venues for the “right field trip” for your students
- Gather the details of your request: field trip type, preferred dates and venues, number of participants, etc.
- Complete and submit the online application
- ABX responds via email within 48 hours

[Artists Bus Xpress](artbusxpress.org)